4'' PEARL SLIM DOWNLIGHT 8W 5 COLORS IN 1
DAMP
LOCATION
USE

LED Driver
Iron driver box or aluminum box
Rated FT6 DC wire

5

Back-Lite LED
Downlight
Private design; Appearce
with new streamline design,
unique & beautiful

Anti-Light Leakage

PEARL

Integrated structre improves
productivity, and avoid
light leakage

Easy Installation
Flat and smooth surface
makes installation easier
Two spring clips can be
attached to any ceiling material

Multi-color Finish

Dimming

White, black, silver & brushed
nickel colors available

5%-100% dimmable
TRIAC/ELV dimmers
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SPECIFICATIONS
Product

SL-DR1604G55WH-08

Type

4'' Back-Lite Pearl Slim Downlight

Power

8W

Voltage - Frequency

120VAC 60Hz

Color Temp. (ANSI)

2700K

3000K

4000K

5000K

CRI (Ra)

80

80

3500K
80

80

80

Typical lumens (lm)

750

750

770

800

850

Efﬁcacy (LPW)

75

75

77

80

85

Beam Angle

120°

Dimmable

5%-100%

Power Factor

>0.9

Rated Lifetime - L70 (hrs.)

35,000

Operating Temperature

-20℃~50℃

Dia. x MOL

4.92"x1.08" (125x27.5mm)

Driver Dimensions (LxWxH)

3.4"x3.3"x1.3" (87x85x33mm)

Ceiling Opening Dia.

3.04" (77.2mm)

Weight (lb. / g)

310g

5 COLORS IN 1 DOWNLIGHT INSTRUCTION
There is dip switch on the front of driver box, and regularly marks 2700K/3000K/3500K/4000K/5000K/SW, the dip switch also
called CCT select-able.
1. By dip switch
Select certain color temperature (2700K/3000K/3500K/4000K/5000K) on dip switch, then the light will be that color. Wall switch
only has ON/OFF function under this situation.
2. By wall switch
Select "SW" on the dip switch firstly, then turn on the wall switch, the default first ON CCT is 5000K, then "ON-OFF-ON" the wall
switch in 2S, the CCT will be 2700K/3000K/3500K/4000K/5000K in orderly. After "ON-OFF-ON" is continuous for 8 times, the CCT
of the lamp will stay at 2700K, no longer changing. If you need to change the CCT again, turn OFF the lamp and ON again after 6-8S
to restart the CCT changing function.
If light is off longer than 6~8S, it has memory function and CCT keeps same as last time when you turn it on.

NEW CONSTRUCTION OR REMODEL INSTALLATION
Tools to open the appropriate holes in
the ceiling.

Find out the template(for the hole size installation) in
the box, use the circle template to measure the size of
holes then cut out holes.

Connect the AC power.

Use suitable tool to remove 1.Remove one of the knockouts
1.Open the box.
2.Take out accessory of wire clip. one of the knockouts of the
on the side plate.
side plate.
2.Put wires through the hole.

Holding the clips, and push the fixture into installation hole.

1.Simply inserting the two ends
of L,N,G wire sepertely into clips
and turning.
2.Lock the Box Cover.

Release spring clips and push into place.
Combustible building element fitting

100mm
from
rear or
lamp to
combustible
material

A barrier may be required to prevent loose-fill insulation or loose combustible materials from contacting
the luminaire
Combustible Building
Structure Member

Round
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